SPRING BREAK SHUTTLE SCHEDULE

The shuttle will run its normal schedule on **Thursday, March 6th**

**Friday, March 7th** – 2 shuttles will run, first beginning at **12pm** and the **next at 12:30pm** from Boland only going to the Quincy Adams T-station, with drop-offs at the Logan Express terminal upon request. The shuttles will be at Boland every hour on the hour and on the ½ hour. The last pickup at Boland will be **9pm**

**Sunday, March 16th** – 2 shuttles will run, first beginning at **12pm** and the **next at 12:30pm** from the Quincy Adams T-station, with pick-ups from the Logan Express terminal upon request. The shuttles will be at the station every hour on the hour and on the ½ hour. The last pickup at the T-station will be **9pm**